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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

This week we have
celebrated the 30th
TFWA World Conference
& Exhibition and, as the
show comes to a close
today, we have many
reasons to celebrate.

REASONS TO BE CHEERFUL
remembered Chic when
they were originally ‘in the
charts’, I am sure you will all
now be true 80s fans!
While this week is always a
real mix of business – such
as the three very well
attended workshops on
Latin America, Counterfeiting and Airline/Inflight – and
pleasure, it also has a
serious side. For TFWA our
TFWA CARE project, which
helps many worthwhile
causes throughout the year,
is very important. Sunday’s
Charity Run – our first, and
most definitely not our last –
was a huge success, raising
€3,700 for the 10 charities
we are supporting in
2014/15. Thanks to everyone
who took part or came and
supported the 152 runners,
joggers and walkers… it
means a lot to us.
With the AGM and Management Committee elections
this year, there are also a
few new faces to announce.
The Fragrances & Cosmetics sector is joined by

figures to add.
And I think we have put on
a great exhibition for them
this year… a record number
of 471 companies, including 45 new and returning,
showing a diverse range
of products on some truly
impressive stands. In 30
years we have had some
very memorable conferences, and I think this year’s
will go down as one of the
very best. Gen. Colin Powell
and Alexandre de Juniac
were both exceptional
speakers, giving us all much
to take away, and Stephen
Sackur of HARDtalk
was – as always a brilliant
moderator. Attendance was
up 36% to 1,351 this year,
which just proves the value
of this conference – it will
be a hard act to follow
next year.
Talking of acts, I hope those
of you who attended last
night’s Le Premium Evening
enjoyed the food and entertainment; while some of you
may be too young to have

The mood this week has
been as bright and uplifting
as the fantastic weather,
enabling us all to enjoy the
great sports events and
fabulous fireworks from the
City of Cannes on Sunday;
the birthday celebration
champagne and cake on
Monday, and all the numerous brand events throughout
the week. I also hope that
those of you who arrived over
the weekend managed to
enjoy a glass of champagne
courtesy of Nice Airport.
This week is, of course,
primarily about the
business, and yet again
this week we are on track
for record figures with a
6% increase in visitors at
lunchtime yesterday to 6,652
(6,261 in 2013) from 3,705
companies (2,888). The all
important duty free/travel
retail operator and landlord
figure is also up slightly
from 2,102 to 2,129 – and of
course, we still have today’s

INTERACTIVE
DIRECTIONAL
SCREENS

Roger von der Weid, Art
& Fragrance, and Richard
Cymberg, L’Oreal Travel
Retail; Gifts/Home Decoration/Pens/Electronics by
David Ferreira, Cross, and
Michael Scott, Genie-S
International Ltd; while
new to Confectionery &
Foodstuffs is Patrick Dorais,
Al nassma Chocolate, and
Eric Carlier, Valrhona. The
Board remains unchanged:
Frédéric Garcia-Pelayo,
Vice-President Finance;
Alessandra Visconti, VicePresident Corporate; Carla
Guiducci, Vice-President
Marketing; Thom Rankin,
Vice-President Conferences & Research; Patrick
Bouchard, Vice-President
Commercial.
So, after a sunny and
successful week in Cannes,
many of us are meeting
again, a few thousand miles
further east in Dubai for
the MEADFA Conference,
and we have a compelling
programme planned for
24-25 November. Looking

years. To be the President
of an association that has
seen this event grow and
grow and evolve, despite
the industry difficulties and
challenges that we regularly
face. To return here every
year and meet up with so
many old friends – and to
leave having always made
new ones. It makes me very,
very proud to be part of this
wonderful industry. A truly
heartfelt thanks to ALL of
you, each and every one of
you, for making all of this
possible.
Safe travels home.

further afield, next 10-12
March sees TFWA’s second
China’s Century Conference, which takes place in
Shanghai. This is already
promising to be a great
event, to which we have
received excellent feedback
this week. With the recent
confirmation of support by
The Shanghai Association
of Enterprises with Foreign
Investment, which will
assist with the development
of the programme, we’re
confident of a two-day event
that will be every bit as
captivating and valuable as
our first in Beijing last year.
Thanks to the sponsors who
have already committed to
the event, including Bally,
Furla, Mondelez, Colorful
Licenses, Lacoste, Kipling,
and more to follow.
Then follows TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference from 10-14 May, at
the Marina Bay Sands, and
finally back here next year
on 18-23 October.
Finally… to be here for 30

Erik JuulMortensen
President, TFWA

‘SHOW
YOU CARE!’
Please show your support for TFWA CARE by purchasing a 30th anniversary ‘Show you CARE!’ ribbon from
the Registration Pavilion. Each ribbon costs €10, with
all proceeds going to the good causes supported by
TFWA CARE. Thank you for your support.

Kindly sponsored by:

TFWA’s official digital partner this year is
JCDecaux, which is kindly providing interactive
directional screens to help visitors find their
way around the extensive exhibition halls.

Charity collection
A local team of volunteers will pick-up this morning, any leftover products that you prepare for them. Please use the Caritas bags, which were
distributed yesterday. Confectionery, toys, cosmetics, perfumes, and small accessories, will be offered to children in hospitals, old people’s homes,
marginalised people, prisoners, families under social care, and to some other humanitarian associations.
TFWA WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROSITY.
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LE PREMIUM EVENING

LE PREMIUM EVENING

Last night’s Le Premium Evening was a fitting finale to a week of spectacular 30th anniversary
celebrations. Guests enjoyed a sumptuous dinner prepared by three Michelin star chef
Régis Marcon and electric entertainment from Chic featuring Nile Rodgers.
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TFWA 30TH ANNIVERSARY
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A WEEK OF CELEBRATION
TFWA has truly had a week of celebration to remember, with the 30th TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference its busiest and most vibrant yet.
The 30th TFWA World Exhibition & Conference
began with Sunday’s leisure activities. The first
TFWA Charity Run saw 152 participants, as well
as many supporters, and raised €3,700 towards
TFWA CARE.
The Golf Tournament, kindly sponsored by Estée Lauder
and Gebr. Heinemann, and the Prodigious Pétanque
Tournament kindly sponsored by Tic Tac, were both
fully subscribed. Then in the evening, over 1,600 guests
attended the Opening Cocktail at the Carlton Hotel, which
featured a spectacular fireworks display, courtesy of the
City of Cannes.
The exhibition has been buzzing, with fabulous stands
and a diverse range of products. The conference and
workshops were all very well attended, with the speakers
at once entertaining, informative and well received.
In yesterday’s closing press conference, TFWA President
Erik Juul-Mortensen outlined some impressive figures.
As of lunchtime yesterday, there had been 6,652 visitors
(+6% year-on-year) from 3,075 companies (also +6% yearon-year). Visitors from duty free operators and landlords
totalled 2,129 as of lunchtime yesterday, up on the 2,102
at the same stage last year.
The social programme, as always, provided many of the
highlights of the week. The Scene was the place to party
the night away, with a different DJ performing each night,
while Le Premium Evening brought the week to a rousing
finale, with a sumptuous dinner prepared by master
chef Régis Marcon, holder of three Michelin stars, and a
performance by Chic featuring Nile Rodgers.

The auditorium was packed, as
1,351 delegates attended Monday’s
conference, up 36% on last year.

The inaugural TFWA Charity Run
raised €3,700 towards TFWA CARE.

Sunday’s Opening Cocktail featured
a spectacular fireworks display,
courtesy of the City of Cannes.

The Scene has been the place to party the night away
this week, with a different DJ performing every night,
keeping the offer fresh and exciting.

At yesterday’s closing press conference, TFWA President Erik Juul-Mortensen explained that, as of lunchtime yesterday,
there had been 6,652 visitors (+6% year-on-year). Visitors from duty free operators and landlords totalled 2,129.

THANK YOU TO OUR LOCAL PARTNERS
TFWA would like to express its thanks to David Lisnard, Mayor of Cannes, and to the local partners that
have supported TFWA in the context of its 30th anniversary celebrations. These include:

Scan this code to
visit the TFWA 30th
anniversary video wall

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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City of Cannes
Le Palais des Festivals
Hotels Association
Beaches Association
Restaurants Association FPRBCC UMIH 06
Taxis Association
Cannes Prestige Association
Cannes Rentals Certification
Casino Croisette
Ecole Hôtelière de Cannes & Faculté des Métiers
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HONORARY PRESIDENTS OF TFWA
RONNIE ANDERSON (LEFT) AND JACKY
PAQUET (RIGHT), PICTURED WITH TFWA
PRESIDENT ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN.

CELLAR MASTER’S
SELECTION
Rémy Cointreau Global
Travel Retail yesterday
gave a fascinating insight
into product innovations,
in particular highlighting
the new Rémy Martin
Cellar Master’s Selection
in an educational tasting
session. This new selection includes Rémy Martin
‘Prime Cellar Selection’
Cellar N°16 and Rémy

Martin ‘Reserve Cellar
Selection’ Cellar N°28,
both of which are travel
retail exclusives.
The new Rémy Martin
Cellar Master’s Selection
celebrates the aromatic
diversity of the various
ageing cellars at the
Domaine de Merpins in
Cognac, France, each
of which has its own

characteristics that imbue
the spirit with specific
aromatic notes. These
Fine Champagne cognacs
come from the prestigious
crus of Petite and Grande
Champagne, which form
the essential identity of
Rémy Martin cognacs.

Marine Village
Foyer 1A

Matthew Hodges, Global Marketing Director, Rémy Cointreau Global Travel Retail, and Vincent Gere,
VP Development, Rémy Martin Fine Champagne Cognac.
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EXHIBITION NEWS

DAZZLING
DEBUT
Spanish jewellery brand
ARTÉ Madrid is positive
about its premier showing
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. “We are
very excited and surprised
that we have been so busy
from day one. Everything
and everyone is so well
organised – you can tell
TFWA has 30 years of
experience!” said Mariano
Rico Castillo, Regional
Director for Europe.
Already present in 15

shops in airports across
Asia, and working with
more than 20 airlines,
ARTÉ Madrid jewellery
appeals to consumers in
the Far East who want
affordable luxury and
design inspired by
Latin values.
ARTÉ Madrid utilises
artificial stones and
applies traditional
hand craftsmanship
techniques, offering a
range of styles to meet

BOTANICAL
BEAUTY
Yves Rocher may have
only entered the travel
retail market two years
ago, but the French
cosmetics and beauty
brand, has quickly built

a strong reputation,
and is now focusing on
gaining a significant
standalone presence in
airports.
As Anne-Charlotte

A GULF
AHEAD

sector’s major retailers,
enjoying great success
in the Middle East in
particular.
“We have recently
moved into Europe with
Heinemann, and we
are proud to now be in
Vienna Airport,” Dorais
explained.
“Our products are also
now in the likes of Istanbul and Budapest, and
we also started in Kuala
Lumpur just
10 days ago.”

Fresh from his first
meeting as part of the
TFWA Management
Committee, to which he
has just been elected
as one of four representatives from the
confectionery and fine
foods category, Patrick
Dorais, Al nassma Chocolate’s Director of Sales,
revealed that
the company’s
fifth time
participating at
the event has
been a major
success.
Al nassma
specialises in
high quality
camel milk
chocolate,
and since the
company was
founded just six
years ago it has
been listed by a
number of the

Blue Village
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the predominant tastes of
different markets.
Its inflight bestsellers
include the simple, clearcut Echo Heart Pendant,
popular onboard Korean
Air, and the jade coloured
cocktail Regio Pendant
and Earring Set – making
waves on Air China routes.
For our first peek of the
brand’s wares at Cannes it
is presenting the Circle of
Life pendant and earring
set, as well as Moda and
Amor pendants that can
be worn three ways and
feature stones that rival
diamonds.

Blue Village C5
Vaudois, Travel Retail
Director, explained,
the Yves Rocher group
– more than 95% of
which is owned by the
founder’s family – is
very proud of the fact
that it has complete
control over every
single element of the
development of its
products, starting
with its 55 hectares

of organic fields in La
Gacilly. “Of course, we
are very happy to talk to
the operators here, but
we are also focusing on
creating a standalone
presence, because what
we can offer is a real
botanical experience’,”
Vaudois added.

Green Village
M49

DIMINUTIVE
DELIGHTS
The popularity of the
children’s fragrances
being displayed on the
Kaloo, Clayeux, Kokeshi
stand is evident from the
fact that the company
has hosted almost 120
meetings this week. As
Priscilla Beaulieu, VP
Global Marketing & Sales
Director, Millennium

Fragrances, explained,
visitors from the world
over have been attracted
by the three perfectly
complementary brands
on display: Kaloo Parfums
for babies and children
aged 0-6 years; Parfums
Clayeux for boys and
girls aged from 6-12; and
Kokeshi Parfums, which

ZESTY
SUCCESS
French spirits group
La Martiniquaise has
two key pieces of
brand news to share
at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference. Its
Label 5 Gold Heritage
brand, which is in the
top 10 whisky brands

8 – TFWA DAILY

comprises a selection of trendy Kokeshi
Japanese dolls with
light fragrances for
teenagers and young
adults.
“The duty free
market accounts for
about 30% of our
global sales, so it is such
an important market for
us,” Beaulieu explained,
while also voicing her
surprise that some major
carriers still don’t have
a dedicated offering for
junior travellers. The
last 12 months has been

worldwide, is launching
a special gold heritage
bottle, which is between
its 12 and 15-year-old
whiskies.
“We are also launching
eight new flavoured
Poliakov Vodkas,” Sabah
Bouaka, Junior Brand
Manager, said. “Vanilla
and lemon have been
added to our line, and
all the recipes and
packaging have been
updated for this year’s
show. The lemon flavour

particularly successful
for the company, which
has achieved new listings
with 12 airlines, taking the
total number of onboard
listings to 37.

Ambassadeurs
Village U5
even won the gold
Vodka Masters award
at the Spirits Business
Awards, perhaps
because it uses all
natural flavours.”
As well as having an
award winning vodka,
La Martiniquaise’s Gold
Heritage whisky brand
won a double gold at
the China Wine and
Spirit Awards.

Yellow Village
G54
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EXHIBITION NEWS

meet here are that all our
clients see Haribo with a
smile and that we have
seen development in two
focus sectors – non-food
and pick ‘n’ mix,” said
Juan-Miguel Cabrera,
Haribo’s new Head of
Travel Retail, (formerly
Ferrero). Haribo is well
placed to develop travel
gifting, as it historically

SMILES ALL
ROUND
Haribo is displaying
commitment to extraEuropean expansion with
a host of fun and joyful
innovations that form the
crux of a fortified travel

Mondottica is riding high
this week off the back of
the launch of its Spine
eyewear design concept,
which won a Frontier
Award in recognition of
its product quality and
innovation. It is the first
launch for a concept
developed by the team
in-house, featuring intelligent hinge technology

Samsonite is outlining
its plans to open Trunk
& Co multibrand concept
stores in airports in time
for its next appearance in
Cannes. “We have been
talking about opening a
location in our home in
Belgium, and possibly also
in Copenhagen,” explained
Graham Carter, Vice
President Retail Europe.
The luggage and travel
accessories expert is
also showcasing cuttingedge technological
travel solutions, including branded vending
machines already placed
in five airports and the
Cabin Size Scanner that
quickly identifies whether

retail strategy. Interest in
the gummy king is high in
its second year in Cannes,
with significant new
investment. “My objectives for the next time we

BUSINESS
WITH
BACKBONE
inspired by vertebrae.
Spine is featured on the
stand alongside other
licensed brands, including

THE FULL
PACKAGE
a piece of
luggage meets
airline restrictions.
“It is the most
often asked
question in our
stores. These
technologies
deliver valuable services
to customers,
sales to airports and
brand enhancements for
Samsonite,” Carter said.

A NEW
CHAPTER
The Drambuie Liqueur
Company is looking
forward to a new era in
travel retail, after its
recent acquisition by
William Grant & Sons.
The brand, which
dates back to 1745,
was bought by the
Scottish family-owned
spirits company
last month for an
undisclosed sum.

Anna Sui, Joules and
Cacharel.
“We call ourselves ‘glocal’,
offering a portfolio of

“Drambuie is a great
fit for William Grant’s
portfolio, and I think
there is a lot of
potential for the brand
going forward,” said
Maria Somalya, International Marketing
Manager. “These are
exciting times,
for sure.”

Green Village L64

has produced merchandise
for the domestic market.
“We have already seen big
successes in Singapore
and Frankfurt, and have
been surprised by how
incredibly popular gifting
lines have been outside of
Europe,” Cabrera said.

Bay Village
Bay 11B

brands that can be
tailored to any market,”
explained Louise Porte,
Key Accounts Manager.
Mondottica is also
showing off world-leading
prototype Christian
Lacroix eyewear with
Ultrathin Acetate (UTH)
technology.

Red Village K30

SHOOTING TO SCORE

Golden Village
GO14/17

Business has grown
“tremendously” on airlines
and cruise ships for The
Dreyfuss Group over the
past year, and interest in
the Rotary watch label on
its stand this week has
been high. “There has
been huge growth in Asian
and US markets, and
particularly with duty free
business in the Middle
East. We are looking to
grow our presence in
airport stores,” said Lara
Lambert, Head of International and New Business.

Favarger is exhibiting for
the first time in Cannes
this year, and believes its
premium Swiss chocolate
has all the ingredients
for travel retail success.
“We have three unique
selling proposals,” said
Ghislain Lionel-Marie,
Head of Global Sales. “We
are the oldest chocolatier
in Switzerland, we are the
last remaining chocolatier
in Geneva, and we manage
our products from bean
to bar.”
Favarger’s debut at
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference has proven
fruitful for the brand,
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The company specialises
in affordable, Swiss-made
quality watches, and has
capitalised on its exposure
to 400 million Chelsea
FC fans worldwide in its

second season as official
partner to the Premier
League football club.

Yellow Village
AA17

DELICIOUS DEBUT
which already has listings
with Nuance Group and
Heinemann. “We have
had some very good
meetings with potential
clients,” said Pierre-Yves
Benoist, Export
Manager.
“I think the
market is
looking for this
kind of product
– a natural,
Swiss chocolate
made by a

brand with heritage – and
I think we are going to
succeed.”

Green Village
L47

EXHIBITION NEWS

EAU
D’AZUR
Rem inisce n ce is
bringing a lo cal
fl a vour to TFWA Wo r ld
Ex hibit io n & Co n fe r e nce, with a n ew lin e
o f fra gran ce s made
h ere on th e Fre n ch
Riviera . Pro du ce d in
the nea r by town o f
G ra sse, th e Histo ire
de Fleur ran g e is
pa rt of th e bran d’s
st ra tegy to exte n d
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i ts pres ence i n tra vel
reta i l.
“We a re a s ma ll bra nd
ba s ed here i n Ca nnes ,
but we a re ver y well
know n throug hout
Fra nce, ” expla i ned
Joha nna R uss o, Sa les
Ass i sta nt. “We a re a
tr y i ng to i nter na ti ona li s e our bra nd – we
w a nt to f i nd the r i g ht
di str i butors for our
produc ts – a nd thi s
s how i s a g ood oppor tuni ty to do tha t. ”

Green Village
K64

ABSINTHE MAKES THE
HEART GROW FONDER
New to TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
this year, Xenta Absenta
is hoping to increase its
travel retail footprint
with a range of absinthe
products aimed at young

The industry was all of
a flutter over Butterfly
Twists last night as it took
the Silver Buyers’ Forum
Award for its foldable
footwear for women
on the go. The brand’s
co-owners Philippe Homsy
and Frank Eribo said they
we’re stunned at what it
has achieved in just two
years in the market: “It’s
amazing to see just how
accepting the industry is
of innovative new brands,
and to be one of – if
not the first – footwear
products onboard, it’s very
humbling.”
Butterfly Twists is now
launching the gorgeous
studded Alexandra

travellers. “There are
many young people
travelling now and many
of them want to try
something new,” said
Alexander Gurov, Country
Manager – Russia.

Xenta Absenta also has
a premium absinthe
in its portfolio, which
has been developed for
travel retail, plus a gift
pack, which comes with
glasses, an absinthe

TWIST AND
SHOUT
ballerina for
inflight, and is
experiencing
success on the
ground too. It
is now present
with 80 airports
and cruise
lines, and an
exciting opening
in Harrods
at London Gatwick and
a recent signing with
London City Airport
have capped off a stellar

spoon and cocktail book.
“We are using the show
to get our brand out there
and we have had a lot of
interest,” said Gurov. “We
are already present in
duty free shops in Italy,
Russia and Israel, but
hopefully we will have
more listings after
the show.”

second year.

Yellow Village
F45

Bay Village
Bay 12B

50 AND FABULOUS
Orders for the sought-after,
luxury accessories of
Aigner have flooded in this
week from new and current
clients, enthralled by the
fashionable, modernised
direction of the recently
rejuvenated brand. Its
travel collection – “nylon,
lightweight travelling
pieces to accompany you
on every journey”, Amanda
Garbarino, Aigner’s Travel
Retail Manager Europe,
Middle East & Africa,
explained, has been
especially popular, and this

THREE OFAKIND
Design, colour and
functionality – the three
core values of Mandarina
Duck – are embodied in
every one of the dynamic
accessories company’s
creations, and in Cannes it

year – the brand’s
50th anniversary
– the celebratory
Jubilee design
has garnered
immense interest
from visitors to
the stand, which
have included key
players like World
Duty Free Group, Heinemann, Dubai Duty Free and
Qatar Duty Free. Customers
are clamouring to acquire
the two new handbags for
the year of their limited
availability – in iridescent

Rubino, Travel Retail
Manager, Mandarina Duck,
“but now we are developing
our dedicated collection
– the new direction in our
travel retail strategy.”
Travel-specific packages
containing on-the-go
accessories for the
business man; especially
packaged small leather
goods for inflight; and a

is showcasing three exciting
new collections that mark
a turning point for the
brand. “In the past we have
always selected our best
lines to present to the duty
free market,” said Lorenzo
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gold and rose, and gold
and blue, Jacquard designs
featuring the infamous
Aigner ‘A’ logo.

Yellow Village
H35
range of wood-backed
phone cases are headlining the strategy, while a
second range of phone
cases, based on the
brand’s key Heritage, MD20
and Tank Cases collections
– will be launched in stores
next year.

Bay Village
Bay 19A
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CHARMED, I’M SURE
At the heart of Thomas Sabo’s
beautifully rebranded stand
this year is the Karma Beads
collection – the stunning,
continually-expanding line
of colour-intensive filigree
beads, which can be added to
bracelets and necklaces so
you can “wear them however
you feel”, and create an infinite
number of possibilities in style.
Juliane Blackburn, Inflight
Coordinator, explained that
Karma Beads are already

NUTS ABOUT
GROWTH

showing very promising results
with Thomas Sabo’s airline
clients. “Our charms are known
the world over, and their collectability makes them a fantastic
line for us. The Karma collection follows the same principle
– they are elegant and have a
high perceived value and varying
price points to suit all customers, so we’re really excited about
their potential.”

Blue Village C14

WINE NEEDS
ARRIVALS
Arrivals shops are still one of
the largest missed opportunities in the industry, and have
huge potential to grow the
wine sector considerably,
according to leading French
wine house Barton & Guestier.
This week the company is
focusing on its new Thomas
Barton Reserve Privée, a
beautiful €30-€40 Médoc in a
dark blue leather presentation
box, and the De Magnol canister presentation – another
Médoc from Bordeaux priced
€10 to €19, which featured
in some major animations

at Singapore Changi Airport,
in Brazil with Dufry, and in
Russian duty free.
“The optimum for us is to
have an arrivals shop,” said
Barton & Guestier Product
Manager Cyrielle Thibot.
“This will give the biggest
impact on trading, whereas
departures is more for
gifting. The uplift on the
arrivals side is huge – for
example with the business
that we see in Brazil.”

Yellow Village
D42

MID-LEVEL
COGNAC
RISING
Camus is showcasing
a second batch of the
Camus Borderies VSOP,
and travel exclusives on
the wine side. The new
wines are the Collection
Particuliére – priced from
€35 to €55, a Bordeaux,
Puisseguin Saint-Emillion,
and a Médoc, all in very
chic packaging with an
outer presentation box.
Also in Cannes is the new
XO Borderies in an elegant
flared bottle with beige
label and closure. The
Borderies Cognacs have a
rather distinctive flavour
with notes of violet.

Already listed in
more than 50 airports
worldwide, Wonderful
Pistachios will soon be
on the shelves in Delhi
and Mumbai airports, and
further listings could be
announced shortly following another productive
week in Cannes.
James Kfouri, Director
of Sales – Global Travel
Retail, revealed that South
America is also proving
to be a “boom area” for
the company, while the

“In wines there are
so many levels on the
market. Our designs are
very elegant and easy for

customers to pick up,”
commented Anne Blois,
Camus Commercial
Director. “In Cognac we
saw a slowdown in XO
and we saw products
between XO and VSOP
price ranges growing
fast. That’s why we put
a lot of emphasis on our
VSOP Borderies.”

SPECIFYING
FOR AIRLINES

Blue Village F11

The Fifth Season by
Roberto Coin is showing
for its fifth year in Cannes,
with a modified collection targeted specifically
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to appeal to certain
segments of travel retail.
The collection focuses on
flexible, adjustable bangles
suitable for everyone, as

Philippines, Egypt and Qatar
are among the strongest
performers at present.
“The great thing for us is
that a lot of the orders are
repeat orders – we’re talking
about people doubling or
tripling volumes,” Kfouri
said. “What we offer is a
high-margin product that
can achieve incremental
sales without cannibalising
the rest of the confectionery
category.”

Blue Village G9
well as some bold rings
in sophisticated Italian
style, featuring coloured
semi-precious stones in
black, yellow gold-plated,
rose gold-plated and
rhodium-plated. The
brand recently notched
up a new listing onboard
KLM for its braided goldplated bangle, priced at
€255. It has also been
signing up new business
with African duty free
operators and for the
Dubai domestic market.
“For this show we have
studied a specific
collection, with prices
mainly from €150 to
€250,” Cristina Cavinato
of The Fifth Season
commented. “We see the
market for travel retail
is especially for open
bangles.”

Yellow Village F42
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SUBLIME WINE
Gérard Bertrand unveiled
the new Vintage red Clos
d’Ora at the 30th TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference. The name “Ora”
translates from Latin as
“prayer”, and the wine is
created using a viticulture
that utilises biodynamic
processes.
Gérard Bertrand has an
established presence in
travel retail in the Americas and Europe through
its distributor Nuance
and a partnership with
Air France. Christophe
Balaÿ, Global Travel Retail
Director, said: “We want
to develop our presence in
China; we are doing well
in Japan and Korea so we
want to take advantage
of that with our other

distributor Lotte.”
He added that the
company is hoping to use
DFS as an operator in the
future to help increase
exposure in Asia.
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TEQUILA TAKEOVER

Jose Cuervo International
stands as the number one
tequila brand in the world,

and continues to perform
best in Dubai and Mexico
duty free.

Red Village K11

to the right channel, for
example for duty free,
the foundation stand for
airports and smaller
products for inflight
magazines is key.”
Alexandrine Michelas,
Export & Training
Manager, explained how
the company is using
technology to communicate with its customers:
“Each new product has
a QR code so customers
can watch a video of
how to apply a product
properly.”

Ambassadeurs
Village U10

Bay Village
Bay 5B

BOOMING BAGS

SHEA-R BEAUTY
French beauty brand SLA
Paris reported huge interest in its make-up range
in Cannes this week.
The brand, which
prides itself on using
all natural ingredients
in its make-up, such as
Shea butter, aloe vera
and vegetal, is already
experiencing huge
success in Europe, but
is interested in pushing
through to Singapore,
Japan, the Middle East
and Africa.
Peter Siegel, Export
Manager for SLA Paris,
said: “Focusing on
showing the right product

In terms of travel retail
exclusives, the Jose Cuervo
margarita-making kit has

been hugely successful, but
in terms of future objectives
the brand is setting its
sights on taking Europe by
a tequila storm.
Jose Cuervo’s Virginie
Marquet said: “We want to
expand in Europe because
it is the only duty free
market we are not number
one in, so we have potential to have the fastest
growth there.”
Looking ahead, she added:
“Next year we want more
travel retail exclusives,
more than liquid, we want
to continue with impressive packaging and more
premium promotional
experiences across the
world to reflect the core
values of our brand.”

German luxury bag
company MCM reported
staggering triple-digit
growth at this year’s TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference. Asian, European
and Chinese markets are
booming, and when asked
about the secret to the
brand’s success Nicolas
Roptin, Travel Retail
Director, MCM, said:
“Perhaps our success
is down to the brand

BAGS OF
POTENTIAL
Edith Petit, CEO of
Tintamar, revealed at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference that the
French bag company is
increasing its focus on
Latin America.
She said: “Our main objective is to start business in
South America. We have
appointed a new agent for
the region, and are hoping
to finalise business shortly.
“We also want to expand
on cruise ships, and have
had good meetings with
European groups, but we

are not with any yet.”
Launching the new VIP
pocket at this show, the
design comes in limited
edition leopard print, and
went live this month as
a travel retail exclusive
onboard KLM.
Looking to the future, the
practical and eye-catching
bag company is focusing
on expanding in Asia, and
more specifically Thailand,
China, Taiwan and Japan.

Riviera Village
RB8
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bringing something that
wasn’t on the market. We
are very dynamic and very
fast, we can open stores in
three months.”
He added: “I know brands
that wait three years, but
we are proactive, we know
we need to do it now,
and we can open 300sqm
stores in three months.”

Riviera Village
RC4
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REAL
APPEAL
Equss has had one of
its best showings at
TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference this year
for new business. “I
am really impressed by
the almost exclusively

high quality of buyers
this year. I’ve had some
very good confirmations
already,” explained
Managing Director
Alex Chaves.
The jewellery and watch
specialist has been
diversifying its stable
to include men’s accessories and a range of
high quality gift sets in
attractive wooden boxes



EXHIBITION NEWS

– and has seen its appeal
broaden as a result.
“Traditionally about 80%
of our customers are
from the Middle East.
This week though we
have been sought out by
promising new contacts
from Africa, Europe and
Asia,” said Chaves.

Riviera Village
RF11

LIFE’S A
BEACH
Luxury ready-to-wear
label Vilebrequin saw a
strong knock-on effect
on global sales following
its successful pop-up
boutique Beach Cabin
concept in Nice Airport

ICE
AGE
It is the most widely
distributed wine in the
world, available in 75
countries and counting.
Even so, Constellation

Brands has ambitious
plans to boost sales of its
popular Inniskillin Icewine.
The company hopes to
sate demand for exclusive
wine products with its
new Inniskillin Reserve
range, a Canadian ice wine
that Constellation will be
promoting via computer
tablets at points of sale.
“We wanted to interact

and engage more with
our customers, so we
developed an app specifically for Icewine Reserve,”
said Amanda Dolotowicz,
Business Development
Manager. “It’s about
telling the story behind
the wine.”

Yellow Village
D26

Terminal 1 and Terminal
2 this summer. “We have
good representation
in travel retail, but our
furniture concept needed
to be stronger. We hope
that the beach hut and
drawer units here on the
stand will be adopted
in all points of sale to
create a holiday spirit,”
said Aurelie Guidevay,
European Key Account
Manager.

Vilebrequin is showing
off its latest collection,
including womenswear
and its limited edition
range that includes gold
thread-embroidered
shorts with gold cord tops,
which retail at €6,200 and
of which about 30 pairs
have been sold in less
than a year.

Blue Village
AA4

TRAVEL RETAIL SPECIALIST
Specialised in brands’
development in travel
retail, this company
continues to multiply
implantations whether in
airports, inflight, cruise
ships or border shops for
its clients.
With 25 years’ experience
in this sector, David Dayan
(Givenchy, Lacoste, DFS)
decided two years ago,
after he left LATR (Lacoste
Accessoires), to start his
own company Duty Free
Development Consulting
(DDC). His past successes
have given him the
opportunity to be quickly
approached by numerous
brands anxious to enhance
their presence in travel
retail.
Since its launch, several
brands like Solaris, La
Maison du Chocolat and
Fratelli Rossetti have
trusted DDC for their
development in the
travel retail market. New
companies are also asking
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for his expertise: Rituals
Cosmetics, Eden Park and
Vilebrequin.
Dayan puts his knowledge
to the service of his
clients, whether in terms
of development strategy,
marketing, architecture
or business development. The team at DDC is
constantly monitoring over
200 travel retail locations
on behalf of his clients
and building a strong
relationship with the main

operators.
“Following our partnership
with DDC, we estimate
our time gain in terms
of sector development to
three years, which has
helped us to rapidly open
new airport locations,”
said Neil Ebbutt, Wholesale Director at Rituals.
Contact: ddayan@
dutyfreedevlopment.com

Red Village
L17
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QUALITY SHINES
THROUGH
Making a fifth appearance
at TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference, Bond No. 9
New York has reported high
interest in its new alcoholfree Tolas scent, which has
proved especially popular with
Islamic visitors. As Laurice
Rahmé, Founder & President
of Bond No. 9 New York,
outlined to the Daily, a busy
schedule, thanks to a number

of pre-arranged meetings, has
really paid off.
“We’ve got five or six good
leads from this week that we
will be following up on when
we return to New York. This
week has been about the
quality of the meetings,”
she said.

Green Village
J46
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DANZKA
GOES GREEN
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Produced by:

DANZKA Vodka is giving
tastings of its completely new
Apple flavour this week, and the
Danish vodka company said the
initial impression is very good.
There hasn’t been a new flavour
introduced by DANZKA Vodka
in the last 10 years, so it’s long
awaited. The Apple flavour
goes back to the origins of the
company as a simple, bold and
tasty introduction – in the same

IT’S
SHAWL
GOING
ON
2014 has been a busy year for
the creator of artisanal silk
scarves Pashma. The brand is
experiencing ongoing success
in inflight sales – it’s products
proving enduringly popular with
its airline customers Cathay
Pacific, Singapore Airlines,
British Airways, China Airlines,
Air France and KLM. On the
ground, three new Pashma
stores – including additional
presence at Singapore Changi
Airport – are now up and

running, and following the
successful opening of its store at
Dubai International’s Concourse
A last year, a second location
will open at the airport with
the inauguration of Concourse
D. “Pashma is an innovative
brand, with a lot of originality.
As a company we have had
great success in building
strong relationships and,
coupled with with Pashma’s
exceptional value for money,
these qualities are really
drawing customer interest,”
Siddharth Kumar, Pashma’s
Retail Head, said. Here in
Cannes, the textiles expert has
received a wealth of interest
from new and current clients,
and particularly from potential
business in Korea.

Yellow Village
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iconic aluminium bottle.
Gabriele Knigge, Brand
Manager at Waldemar Behn,
which is presenting DANZKA
Vodka, said: “Our positioning is
premium vodka – but not only
nice looking. The aluminium
bottle cools faster and the
coolness lasts longer.”
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FULL BOUTIQUES
GROWING
Longchamps recently opened
its first directly operated
airport store in the world,
in Madrid Barajas Airport in
April, and this is a successful
concept the company wants
to continue.
“We are quite happy and the
good thing is that we are
seeing more and more airport
authorities,” said Longchamps
International Director
Stéphane Beraud.
He said the 110sqm Madrid T4
store was a big hit, although
it’s a formula that will not
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necessarily be right for all
projects. “Depending on the
size of the airport, that gives
us the freedom to go direct,
either with a monobrand
store, a dual brand store with
a partner, or with a retailer or
other type of partner. We are
flexible,” he added. “All our
presence in airports is now
fully personalised; we don’t
have any generic spaces any
more.”
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